QUADRIGA TEAMS UP WITH ANEVIA TO EQUIP THE GRAND HOTEL
SUISSE MAJESTIC IN MONTREUX
Gentilly, March 29, 2016 – Anevia is pleased to announce that Quadriga, an international provider of Internet
and entertainment services for the hotel industry, has selected the Flamingo head-end to be a part of a project
to upgrade the technical infrastructure of the prestigious Grand Hôtel Suisse Majestic in Montreux.
Built in the heart of Montreux in 1870, the Grand Hôtel Suisse Majestic is a jewel of the “Belle Époque”. A 4star superior hotel, it offers nine seminar rooms, a fitness centre, a cigar lounge, a bar, a panoramic restaurant
and a patio with one of the most beautiful views of the Vaud Riviera, Lake Geneva and the Alps. As part of a
comprehensive plan to fully overhaul the luxury establishment’s entertainment infrastructure, including
switching its telephone, Wi-Fi and video services to an IP platform, the Flamingo gateway will distribute DTT
and satellite channels to the hotel’s 155 rooms.
“In order to guarantee the best service for our clients, the IPTV gateway must ensure high-quality performance,
reliability and robustness. Flamingo unquestionably met these requirements,” said Mr Mourier, Technical
Director of the Grand Hôtel Suisse Majestic. “The teams from ANEVIA supported us throughout the entire
project in order to quickly and efficiently set up the gateway.
“We’re delighted about this new collaboration with Quadriga, our first on the Swiss market. It bodes well for
further collaboration with the group in the future,” said Nicolas Gruet, VP of Sales at Anevia.
“Anevia provided us with expert service for the digital TV component, allowing us to set up quickly and
professionally,” added Laurent Leschot, Sales Director for Central Europe at Quadriga.
Flamingo’s line of IPTV head-ends are modular, easy to configure and easy to deploy. Whether they are
satellite, cable, or DTT channels, Flamingo retrieves TV/radio content directly from the source before
streaming it to TV decoders, PCs and other peripherals connected through IP networks. Capable of delivering
hundreds of streams from a single box, Flamingo is also able to support the growth of all types of infrastructure
thanks to its ultra-modular design.
About Anevia
Anevia is a leader in the creation of software infrastructure for the delivery of live television and video-ondemand services. Founded in 2003 by the developers of the VLC media-player, Anevia has pioneered the
development of cloud DVR and multiscreen solutions which give television viewers wide freedom of choice in
what, when and where they watch. Anevia products are used successfully in markets such as broadcasting, tier
1 and tier 2 telecommunications, and in many private and public companies. Headquartered in France, Anevia
is a globally active company with regional offices in the USA and Dubai. For more information, visit our website:
www.anevia.com.
About Quadriga
Quadriga is a leading international service provider specialising in technological solutions for the hotel industry.
Quadriga provides hotels with the flexibility and reliability of a comprehensive technological solution that is
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accessible and in line with the needs of their own clients. The value we provide resides in technological
solutions that enable hotels to:
• Stay connected to their clients, while also enabling clients to stay connected to the hotel and to their personal
environment
• Control the client experience and network and television environment
• Conduct business thanks to new opportunities and sources of revenue
Quadriga offers a single point of contact for the range of services it manages, including Networks, Wi-Fi, hotel
TVs, interactive TV and Mobile platforms and Finance Solutions. Quadriga has more than 30 years of
experience serving the hotel industry and operates in strategic regions such as the United States, Europe, the
Middle East and Africa, with its solutions installed in over 300,000 hotel rooms.
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